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Abstract

We studied the performances of the underwater neutrino telescope NEMO-KM3 equipped
with direction-sensitive optical modules. The main feature of these optical modules is to
detect the direction of the incoming Cherenkov light. In this note we show that the ef-
fective area of the underwater neutrino telescope NEMO-KM3could be improved at low
neutrino energies (Eν < 10 TeV) by adding in the reconstruction procedure the informa-
tion on the direction of the detected Cherenkov light. As a consequence we show that it
is possibile to reduce the number of towers from 81 to 64 maintaining the same effective
area of NEMO-KM3.
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1 Introduction

We investigated how the response of the underwater neutrinotelescope NEMO-KM3 [1]

could be improved by introducing the additional information of the direction of the de-

tected Cherenkov light. We designed a prototype of a direction-sensitive optical module

(DOM) and we accordingly modified the simulation and reconstruction codes [2] cur-

rently used by the NEMO Collaboration to study the response of the detector. TheDOM
is based on a position-sensitive photomultiplier coupled to a light guide system such that

all the Cherenkov light arriving from the same direction is focussed on a reduced area of

the photocathode. The basic working principles have been discussed in [3]. In Figure 1 it

is summarized how the device would work: all photons arriving from the same direction

are collected on a single sector of the multi-anodic photomultiplier.
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Figure 1: Left: behaviour of the classical optical module: the Cherenkov light illuminates
the whole photocathode surface. Right: the mirrors concentrates the light on a single
sector of the photocathode surface.

The realization of a prototype of the direction-sensitive optical is in progress. The

proposed solution can be integrated in the present design ofthe NEMO-KM3 detector

[4] with minor changes of the telescope geometry. A cross section of the DOM pro-

totype is shown in Figure 2. The prototype is based on a 4-anods 10” photomultiplier

position-sensitive. In order to match the refraction indexof the photomultiplier and the

glass sphere, the volume between the photomultiplier and the glass sphere must be filled

with a transparent material like plexiglas or optical gel. Aset of mirrors realized with

highly reflective 3M plastic material with a reflectivity in the blue region better than sil-

ver or aluminum concentrate the light on a single sector of the photocathode surface. Two

prototypes of such a photomultiplier have been manufactured by Hamamatsu and the

measurement of their optical properties is in progress. We will not discuss in this paper

the structure of theDOM, but we simply assume that the solid angle (close to 2π) cov-
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Figure 2: The prototype of a direction-sensitive optical module based on a 4-anodic pho-
tomultiplier coupled to a light-guide system. The main components are the photocathode
surface (blue), the mirror system (gray) and the optical gel(yellow).

ered by each standard optical module can be subdivided into four independent quadrants.

Therefore the new optical module has been implemented in thesimulation code using four

smaller photomultiplier with reduced angular acceptance.The size of the photocathode

area and the cut in the angular acceptance have been defined inorder to maintain the same

amount of collected light.

The way how theDOM has been implemented in the simulation software is dis-

cussed in section 2; in section 3 we discuss how we modified thereconstruction program

and we show that the response of the telescope based on this solution drastically improves

for low energy muons (Eµ < 10 TeV). In section 4 we discuss how the improved perfor-

mance can be used to design a smaller neutrino telescope withthe same detection area of

NEMO-KM3.

2 The Response of the Direction-Sensitive Optical Module

In this section we briefly verify that the description of theDOM is correctly implemented

in the simulation program. The standard optical module and the DOM configuration

have the same sensitive area, therefore the collected lightshould also be the same. We

report in Figure 3 the comparison between the simulations ofthe amount of light collected

with the assumption of zero background (top panel), and withthe assumption of 40 kHz

background (bottom panel; in Figure 4 the comparison between the number of active

optical modules with the assumpion of zero background (top panel), and the same with

the assumption of 40 kHz background (bottom panel). The fourplots show that there are
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Figure 3: The comparison between the distributions of the light collected in a single event
by a detector equipped with standard optical module (dottedhistogram) and withDOM
(continuous histogram) both with the sensitive area of a 10”photomultiplier with zero
background (top panel) and with 40 kHz background (bottom panel).
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Figure 4: The comparison between the number of active optical modules in the standard
configuration and in theDOM one with zero background (top panel) and with 40 kHz
background (bottom panel).
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no differences between the two configurations.

3 The Telescope Response

In order to better understand the results, we first remind that the reconstruction program

is mainly based on the time response of the photomultipliers. For a given timing value,

each active photomultiplier defines in the space an hemi-spherical surface with a thickness

proportional to the photomultiplier time resolution as shown in the left panel of Figure 5,

representing all the possibile emission points of the detected light.

Figure 5: The graphical description of the location of the possible emission point of the
Cherenkov light detected by an optical module at fixed timing. The thickness of the gray
region corresponds to the photomultiplier time resolution. Left: standard optical module;
right: DOM.

At least one point of the muon trajectory belongs to the surface and the reconstruc-

tion uncertainties clearly increase with the radius of the hemi-spherical surface. For high

energy neutrinos (Eν > 10 TeV) the number of active module is large enough to mini-

mize the uncertainties; but for lower energy neutrino the number of active optical modules

decreases and this compensation cannot always occur.

The use of theDOM configuration reduces this uncertainty and we anticipate that

the effect is particularly evident at neutrino energies smaller than 10 TeV as shown in

Figure 9. In fact the surface representing all the possibileemission points of the detected

light has now a triangular shape as shown in the right panel ofFigure 5. As a consequence,

the error on the emission point location is drastically reduced.
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The presently available reconstruction software is based on the AART Strategy [5]

developed by Aart Heijboer for the ANTARES detector and adapted for the NEMO-KM3.

We included the description of theDOM modifying few steps of the recostruction code.

To better explain the modification we first summarize the AARTStrategy.

3.1 The AART Strategy

The strategy identifies a reasonable trackTI to be used as the seed for the fit of the data.

TI is estimated by a procedure that includes the following steps: a) the linear fit, b) the

M-estimator and c) the fit of the time residuals without noisecontribution. AsTI is

determined, it is used as input to the final PDF (Probability Density Function) fit that

includes the effect of the background.

The AART strategy utilizes for each i-th optical module the local coordinates in

the detector, the orientation, the time signalti and the collected chargehi. To better

describe the invidual steps of the strategy we now defineh0 the largest hit that provides

the reference timet0 andci the flag that identifies the i-th hit that is in coincidence within

20 ns with any other hit in nearby photomultiplier. With thisdefinition we allow, in the

case ofDOM, coincidences in the same optical module.

3.2 The Linear Fit

The first step aims to identify a reduced setℜ0 of informations that includesh0 and all

hitshi that have a time difference∆ti = t0 − ti such that the following three constraints

are simultaneously satisfied






























distance(hi,h0)
c

− 500
∑

ns < ∆ti

distance(hi,h0)
v

− 20 ns < ∆ti

distance(hi, h0) < 10 km

(1)

wherec is the muon velocity andv the speed of light in water. This is a reasonally

small set of hits that includes most of the signal hits. However the number of noise hits

included inℜ0 is too large and therefore a subsetℜL is derived fromℜ0 choosing all hits

with

hi > 2.5 photoelectrons .OR. ci = .TRUE. (2)

The obtained reduced setℜL is the input for the linear fit based on the closest ap-

proach distance of the muon track compatible with the hits. Assuming the following muon

track equation
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~y(t) = ~p + ~d · ct (3)

the parameters~p and~d that define the track are evaluated minimizing the following

sum

∑

i∈ℜL

[

~Ci − ~y(ti)
]2

(4)

where the closest approach point~Ci is evaluated fromhi using a table, defineda

priori, that connects~Ci to the hit amplitude, andti is the measured time. The output of

the linear fit is the trackTL that is then utilized as the starting track of the second stepof

the reconstruction algorithm.

3.3 The M-estimator

In order to find the best track, the arrival times of the Cherenkov light tthi (T ), evaluated

from a generic track T, are compared to the measured timeti and the differences (time

residuals)ri(T ) = tthi (T ) − ti minimized. In order to find a solutionTM almost indepen-

dent from the starting trackTL the M-estimator fit is applied. It minimizes the following

function of the residualsri and of the photomultiplier angular acceptance

G =
∑

i∈ℜM

[

κ
(

−2
√

1 + hir
2
i /2

)

− (1 − κ)fang(cosθi)
]

(5)

whereκ = 0.05, θi is the angle of arrival of the light with respect to the axis ofthe

photumultiplier, and the angular acceptancefang(cosθi) is reported in Figure 6.

The setℜM of hits used with the M-estimator fit is the reduced set ofℜ0 that satisfies

the following constraints










−150 ns < ri(TL) < 150 ns

distance(hi, TL) < 100 m
.OR. hi > 2.3 photoelectrons (6)

3.4 The Time Residuals Fit

The trackTM obtained from the M-estimator fit is the seed of the likelihood minimization

of the Probability Density Function (PDF)P (ti|t
th
i ) of the residualsri, shown in Figure 7
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Figure 6: The standard photomultiplier angular acceptanceused in the reconstruction.

with the assumption of no background. The setℜPDFof hits used with the PDF-fit is the

reduced set ofℜM that satisfies the following constraints










−0.5σr < ri(TM) < σr

distance(hi, TM) < 300 m

.OR.

hi > 2.5 photoelectrons

.OR.

ci = .TRUE.

(7)

whereσr is the RMS value of the distribution of the residualsri referred toTM .

In order to further reduce the dependence from the starting track TL, the M-estimator

and PDF procedures are repeated several times using different starting tracksT ′
L obtained

from rotation or translation of the originalTL, producing every time a newTPDF track.

TheTPDF track that shows the best minimization becomesTI , input track for the final fit.
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Figure 7: the Probability Density Function (PDF) used in thereconstruction.

3.5 The Improved Time Residuals Fit

The final step is based on the likelihood minimization of the improved Probability Density

Function (PDF) of the residualsri defined as

P (ti|t
th
i ) = wsigPsig(ti|t

th
i ) + (1 − wsig)Pbkg(ti|t

th
i ) (8)

wherePsig(ti|t
th
i ) represents the PDF for signal,Pbkg(ti|t

th
i ) represents the PDF

for the background noise, andwsig, that depends on the amplitude of the read-out, the

orientation and location of the optical module, representsthe probability thathi is a signal

hit. The used setℜI is the subset ofℜ0 that satisfies the following constraints:










−250 ns < ri(TI) < 250 ns

distance(hi, TI) < 300 m

.OR.

hi > 2.5 photoelectrons

.OR.

ci = .TRUE.

(9)
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3.6 Implementing the Direction-sensitive Optical Module

The introduction of the direction-sensitive optical module required several changes in the

fitting procedure, particularly in the definition of the tables and functions used. First of all

the data in the table used in the linear fit have been changed inorder to represent the most

probable light emission point rather than the closed approach distance. Consequently the

linear fit of Eq.(4) has been corrected in order to minimize the light emission point as

follows:

∑

i

[

~Ci − ~y(t′i)
]2

(10)

wheret′i is obtained from the measured timeti correcting for the light propagation

from the most probable emission point to the optical module.

In the simulation and reconstruction programs, the angularacceptancefang(cosθi)

was set equal to that shown in Figure 6 forcos(θ) > 0.71 and equal to zero forcos(θ) <

0.71; and the value ofκ has been optimized to 0.01; in the Improved Time Residual Fitthe

weightwsig has been modified taking into account also the new expected background rate.

The value ofwsig has been determined from a MonteCarlo simulation as described in the

Aart strategy. In addition to the previous modifications we implemented new constraints

in order to efficiently use the information of the direction of the detected light and to

optimize the response to low energy neutrino. The modifications to the reconstruction

program can be summarized as follows:

a) for low energy neutrinos (Eν < 100 TeV ), the average number of hits is small

and as a consequence the probability that the highest hith0 is generated by the background

is not negligible. Therefore, to improve the reconstruction efficiency,h0 is selected as

follows: h0 = hM if the largest hithM is larger that 3.0 photoelectrons, otherwiseh0 is

the largest hit with a coincidence signal (cM=.TRUE.);

b) after every fitting procedure described in subsections 3.2 to 3.5, the compatibility

between the resulting track and the angular acceptance of the hits used in the recon-

struction is verified, the hits not compatible are removed from the setℜ and the fitting

procedure is repeated.

c) because in the new geometry the linear fit provides a solution closer to the real

track, the range of the rotations used to produce new starting tracks are reduced.

3.7 The NEMO-KM3 with the Direction-sensitive Optical Module

We now report the results of the study of the performance of the NEMO-KM3 equipped

with DOM. We first consider the simulation and reconstruction of neutrinos with energy
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below104 GeV because in this energy interval the average number of signal hits is small

and the information on the direction of the detected Cherenkov light can improve the

reduction of the background contamination.
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Figure 8: The effective area of the standard NEMO-KM3 detector (crosses) and the
NEMO-KM3 detector equipped withDOM (black squares) for muonic neutrinos assum-
ing ∆θ < 2◦.

To study the detector performances we selected the muonic tracks that have been

reconstructed with good angular resolution, that is with anangular difference∆θ between

the generated and recostructed muon directions better than2◦. This criteria is clearly not

appliable in the real measurement because the value of∆θ is intrinsecally unknown. How-

ever, this is the first attempt to introduce the directionality in the reconstruction procedure

and we decided to begin with a qualitative estimate of the performances, thus postponing

the task of finding the best procedure for low energy muons.

In Figure 8 the comparison between the effective areas of a standard NEMO-KM3

detector and a NEMO-KM3 detector equipped withDOM is reported. For sake of com-

pleteness we applied to both geometries the check on the compatibility between the re-

sulting track and the angular acceptance of the hitted photomultiplier. The gain is reported

in Figure 9 as the ratio between the effective areas of the twostudied configurations: the

effective area in theDOM configuration improves up to a factor 2 atEν = 100 GeV and

the effect is particularly evident at energiesEν < 1 TeV. The knowledge of the direction

of the detected Cherenkov light improves the detector capability to reconstruct the muon
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Figure 9: The ratio of the effective areas of the NEMO-KM3 detector equipped with
DOM and the standard NEMO-KM3 detector.

trajectories. This is shown in Figure 10 where we show, for all reconstructed trajectories,

the comparison between the medians of the angular error∆θ distribution for the standard

NEMO-KM3 detector and the NEMO-KM3 detector equipped withDOM. The DOM
improves the reconstruction accuracy at neutrino energiesbelow 10 TeV.

We could conclude this section stating that a KM3 detector equipped withDOM
shows improved performances with respect to a KM3 detector equipped with standard

optical modules at neutrino energies below 10 TeV. However in this energy range there

is a non negligible contribution from neutrinos originating from the decay of atmosferic

muon and by increasing the effective area also the background increases. In addition

the extra costs related to the construction of the multianodic photomultiplier and of their

light guide system would increase the already high detectorvalue. Therefore we inves-

tigate the following alternative solution that could reduce the overall cost of the detector

maintaining the already optimized performances.

4 A New NEMO-KM3

The NEMO-KM3 geometry is based on a grid 9x9 of 81 towers with interdistance of 140

m and hosts 5184 optical modules. In order to reduce the cost of the detector maintaining
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Figure 10: The median of the angular error∆θ of the muon track reconstruction for the
standard NEMO-KM3 detector (crosses) and the NEMO-KM3 detector equipped with
DOM (black squares) for all reconstructed muonic neutrinos.

the same performances we investigated the behaviour of new geometries instrumented

with the DOM. In particular we studied the effective area of a detector with a reduced

number of towers deployed at larger interdistances. A simpler geometry is a reduced grid

8x8 of 64 towers with larger interdistance. We studied two configurations: a) the interdis-

tance equal to 180 m corresponding to an instrumented volumeequal to the NEMO-KM3

but with a reduced number of towers (80% of the original quantity); b) the interdistance

equal to 200 m corresponding to a larger instrumented volumewith, as the previous case,

a reduced number of towers (80% of the original quantity). Weexpect that, due to the

increased distance between towers, the reconstruction efficiency for low energy neutrinos

should decrease, while for higher energy, where the reconstruction efficiency is related to

the instrumented volume, it should remain almost unchanged.

In Figure 11 we report the results of the simulation of a reduced 8x8 NEMO-KM3

with 180 m interdistance instrumented withDOM (blue full triangles) and with standard

optical modules (magenta empty triangles). For comparisonwe also included the effec-

tive area of the standard NEMO-KM3 geometry (black points).At high neutrino energy

the three geometry give the same effective area, while at lower energy the reduced 8x8

NEMO-KM3 instrumented with standard optical module shows worst values. The effect

is more evident in Figure 12 where the effective area are reported normalized to the stan-
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Figure 11: The effective areas of the 8x8 NEMO-KM3 detector with 180 m interdistance
equipped withDOM (blue full triangles) and equipped with standard optical modules
(magenta open triangles). For comparison the effective area of the standard NEMO-KM3
detector is reported (black points).
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Figure 12: The ratio of the effective areas of the 8x8 NEMO-KM3 detector with 180
m interdistance equipped withDOM and the standard 9x9 NEMO-KM3 detector (blue
full triangles). For comparison the ratio of the effective areas of the 8x8 NEMO-KM3
detector equipped with standard optical moudules and the standard 9x9 NEMO-KM3
detector (magenta open triangles) is also shown.
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Figure 13: The median of the angular error∆θ of the muon track reconstruction for
the 8x8 NEMO-KM3 detector with 180 m interdistance equippedwith DOM (blue full
triangles) and the standard 9x9 NEMO-KM3 detector (black crosses). For comparison
∆θ for the 8x8 NEMO-KM3 detector equipped with standard optical modules (magenta
open triangles) is also shown.

dard NEMO-KM3 geometry. For the 8x8 NEMO-KM3 instrumented with DOM the ratio

is, within the statistical errors, larger that 0.9 in the whole energy range. For comparison

the effective area of the 8x8 NEMO-KM3 instrumented with standard optical module

drops to 0.5 belowEν = 10 TeV.

The angular resolution is also affected by the geometry. Theresults are shown in

Figure 13 where the median of the∆θ distribution is reported for each simulation. It is

clear that the directionality improves the angular resolution at low neutrino energy (Eν =

10 TeV) while at high energies the sparser geometry degrades the angular resolution but

in average it does not exceed twice the value of the standard configuration.

We also studied the effect of increasing the tower interdistance to 200 m in order to

increase the instrumented volume. The effective areas normalized to the standard NEMO-

KM3 geometry are reported in Figure 14: the new geometry shows at high neutrino energy

a larger effective area, but this is obtained at the expensesof a reduction at energies below

Eν = 1 TeV. This effect is more evident in the case of the 8x8 NEMO-KM3 instrumented

with standard photomultipliers while for theDOM case the ratio is, within the statistical

errors, larger that 0.8. The angular resolution, reported in Figure 15 shows a behaviour

similar to that previously discussed.
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Figure 14: The ratio of the effective areas of the 8x8 NEMO-KM3 detector with 200 m
interdistance equipped withDOM and the standard 9x9 NEMO-KM3 detector (green full
circles). For comparison the ratio of the effective areas ofthe 8x8 NEMO-KM3 detector
with 200 m interdistance equipped with standard optical moudules and the standard 9x9
NEMO-KM3 detector (red empty circles) is also shown.
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Figure 15: The median of the angular error∆θ of the muon track reconstruction of the
8x8 NEMO-KM3 detector with 200 m interdistance equipped with DOM and the standard
9x9 NEMO-KM3 detector (green full circles). For comparisonthe ratio of the effective
areas of the 8x8 NEMO-KM3 detector with 200 m interdistance equipped with standard
optical moudules and the standard 9x9 NEMO-KM3 detector (red empty circles) is also
shown.
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Figure 16: The ratio referred to 1.2 ns TTS sigma of the effective areas of the standard
9x9 NEMO-KM3 detector equipped withDOM for different TTS sigma values: 2 ns (red
stars), 4 ns (green open stars).

5 Conclusions

We implemented in the Antares reconstruction code, starting from the AART strategy, the

algorithm to reconstruct the muon trajectory for a neutrinodetector equipped with opti-

cal module sensitive to the direction of the detected Cherenkov light. With the modified

reconstruction code we simulated the NEMO-KM3 geometry instrumented withDOM
and we compared the performances with those of the standard NEMO-KM3 detector. It

resulted that the advantage of using theDOM consists in a better reconstruction effi-

ciency of the shortest tracks that originate mainly from lowenergy neutrinos. Because of

the presence of the background that originates from muons decaying in the boreal atmo-

sphere, the improvement of the detector area at low energy would also increase the recon-

structed background rate and consequently does not improvethe signal-to-background

ratio. Therefore we investigated a better use of theDOM in a sparser detector that could

provide the same detection area of NEMO-KM3 with a reduced number of tower. In par-

ticular we proved that a new NEMO-KM3 based on a 8x8 grid of 64 towers with 180 m

interdistance and instrumented with theDOM would provide the same detection area in

the whole neutrino energy range of interest, allowing a potential riduction of the detector

cost to approximately 80% the original cost.
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6 Addendum

¿From the preliminary tests in Catania on the two prototypesof the multi-anodic photo-

multiplier it resulted that the sigma of the Transit Time Spread is 2 ns, larger than that of

the standard 10” photomultiplier. Therefore to study how the new TTS value would affect

the detector performancies we simulated the 9x9 geometry with the new timing resolution

value and compared the result with the one previously obtained. The results are shown

in Figures 16 and??. There are no appreciable differences, while for larger TTSsigma

values the angular resolution sligthly deteriorates at higher neutrino energies.
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